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　A spherical resonator operating on WGM （whispering gallery mode） have high unloaded Q factor, 
and is expected that it plays important roles in various fields. In this paper, resonance characteristics 
of a dielectric spherical resonator are analyzed by using a FDTD （finite difference time domain） 
method. As a result, the frequency was in good agreement with the experimental results. In 
addition, the appearance of the behavior of the electromagnetic field inside the resonator so far did 
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 寸法［ｍｍ］ セル数［ｃｅｌｌ］ 
①フィールド横 ：𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥 ５２０ ７４０ 
②フィールド縦 ：𝑛𝑛𝑦𝑦 １９０ ２７０ 
③フィールド高さ：𝑛𝑛𝑧𝑧 １２５ １７８ 






















 寸法［ｍｍ］ セル数［ｃｅｌｌ］ 
①フィールド横 ：𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥 ５２０ ７４０ 
②フィールド縦 ：𝑛𝑛𝑦𝑦 １９０ ２７０ 
③フィールド高さ：𝑛𝑛𝑧𝑧 １２５ １７８ 
























⑤球体，導波路との間隔：𝑑𝑑 ２．１ ３ 
⑥導波路 長さ ４９０ ７００ 
⑦導波路 幅 ７ １０ 
⑧導波路 厚さ ７ １０ 
⑨吸収体 横 ２００ ２８６ 
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